In vivo data of epidermal thickness evaluated by optical coherence tomography: effects of age, gender, skin type, and anatomic site.
The knowledge of epidermal thickness (ET) is of great significance in many areas of medical and biological research. We aimed to assess optical coherence tomography (OCT) in terms of precision, and to investigate the influence of several constitutional factors, such as age, gender, skin type, and anatomic site, on the mean ET using OCT in vivo. Eighty-three subjects were studied using OCT in vivo. Intra- and inter-day repeatability measurements were performed. The mean ET was assessed in six different body sites of young (20-40 years old) and old (60-80 years old) Caucasians, respectively. An ethnic group was included into the study. OCT proved to be a precise technique in terms of repeatability and reproducibility as expressed in low coefficients of variation. Comparison of young and old Caucasians demonstrated a significant decrease of ET with age in all anatomic sites investigated. ET assessed in males and females did not significantly differ, except for forehead skin which is significantly thinner in old females than in males. ET observed in Caucasians did not significantly differ from ET measured in ethnic individuals. Anatomic sites insignificantly influenced ET on an inter-individual level. However, differences of ET between body sites on an intra-individual level are significant. This was the first systematic in vivo study on ET investigating several influencing parameters of the epidermal dimension in a reasonable study sample by means of OCT. The results presented here may serve as ET reference data in a variety of clinical and experimental matters.